Law Room

Once part of the student library, this WiFi-enabled room was renovated in 2010 to expand the College’s portfolio of meeting space. Conveniently located on the ground floor and close to the main entrance, it contains an induction loop system and in-built audio-visual equipment. Its excellent natural light complements the view of St Botolph’s Church.

The Law Room is the second-largest of a three-room suite in the corner of New Court. It is ideal for small meetings, or as a syndicate venue for the adjacent Harley Mason Room.

Nearby is the Cambridge Room (centre), which often serves as a registration and refreshments area.

Dimensions: 8.3 x 5.81 metres

Maximum capacity: Theatre—30; Boardroom—14; U-shape—14

Ideal for presentations and small meetings

Catering options available

In-built audio-visual equipment
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